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SHORT CONTENTS OF THE ENCLOSED ISSUE OF JULI JULY 20, 2018, OF 

OVERLEVEN DOOR WERELDRECHT = SURVIVAL BY WORLD LAW  

 
Page 1 :  World federalism : a forgotten way to peace? 

 

In Between Two Ages, a book published in 1970,  Zbigniew Brzinksi, former foreign secretary of state in 

the U.S., writes as follows :  

 

The tectotronic era involves the gradual appearance of a more controlled society. Such a society would be 

dominated by an elite, unrestrained by traditional values. Soon it will be possible to assert almost 

continuous surveillance of every citizen and maintain up-to-date complete files containing even the most 

personal information about the citizen. Those files will be subject to instantaneous retrieval by the 

authorities. 

 

The “elite” he refers to, as it is reported throughout the world, wants to dominate the whole world. This, of 

course,  is the kind of mundialism we totally reject.  What we want was formulated e.g. by Mahatma 

Gandhi at the creation in 1945 of the UNO : “India stands for ... a world federation of free nations ...”  

According to Klaus Schlichtmann he also, in 1942,  declared to the Pan-Indian Congress  :  

 

On the establishment of such a world federation, disarmament would be practicable in all countries; 

national armies, navies and air forces would no longer be necessary, and a world federal defence force 

would keep the world peace ... An independent India would gladly join such a world federation. 

 

Does this remain a utopia?  The reality of the survival problems of mankind coerces us to defend the 

necessity of the realisation of this utopia.  

 

Page 2 : “1968” : a few impressions 

 

Fifty years already passed since 1968.  what came to the surface at that time? It is to be considered quite 

heterogeneous and complex. Also one feels compelled to admit that understanding such phenomena must 

remain limited. 

 

“Contestation” 

A key word of what was going on we find in the word “contestation”.  Contestation of what by whom? 

Mostly it was about protests of young people. They no longer wanted to be treated as non-persons by older 

people representing the established (dis)order.  Above all in the ranks of university students the unrest 

stirred up.  Unlike younger schoolchildren they are old enough to speak for themselves.  They also find 

themselves in a relatively independent position : unlike employees / workers or civil servants they have not 

to fear losing their job and their income when “making trouble”. 
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Spring of Prague  

An overwhelming desire for humanity, justice and freedom poured across national frontiers and even 

across bloc boundaries. In previous Czechoslovakia the dictatorial regime was resisted to by a, more or less 

general, non-violent movement. “Socialism with a human face,” was scanned. One remembers the 

goodhearted person of Dubcek and how Moscow considered what was happening in the satellite country a 

felony. Troops of the Warsaw Pact invaded the country and jugulated the Spring of Prague.  Exception 

made for the countries of the Soviet bloc this heartbreaking event gave rise to general indignation.  Even 

the Western communist parties condemned the invasion.  This may also be considered a sign of the time : 

trenches were left which one had stayed in for decades.  

 

“Make love, not war” + violent revolution 

Gentleness and a big craving for humanity, enjoying life, living in community (“communes”) and 

alternative spirituality or mysticism gave the tone.  However, the atmosphere was not non-violent only.  

Also violent revolution was preached.  Dr. Ernesto Guevara (“Che”) stood for a merciless armed war 

between the classes.  He nevertheless found fans throughout the world, even in circles objectively or as to 

mentality belonging tot the “bourgeoisie”.   
Furthermore, a wave of sexual permissiveness fled throughout the whole of society. In spite of the 

publication of the encyclical Humanae Vitae, baptized by some Inhumanae Vitae, the use of the 

contraceptive pill broke through on a wide scale. To the possible quite negative consequences this product 

might have in the long run not too much attention was paid as a rule. Also the damaging effect of the use of 

drugs was sometimes evaluated insufficiently.   

Peace movements got new wind in the sail.  There also came more and more young men, at least in 

Western democracies, who (from that time often on somewhat politically tainted grounds) refused 

compulsory military service.  In March of 1965, on the first session of the  Belgian (Dutch speaking) 

Council on Conscientious Objection, we were no more than a dozen of conscripts to demand the legal 

status of conscientious objector. In the following years, in our region only, there gradually came many 

thousands of conscripts declaring themselves unwilling to join the armed forces. We regret that they mostly 

showed indifference to the idea of world federalism as a way to peace. 

 

What has remained of “1968”? 

Lots of things loosened that are still characterizing  live or society today, although it is difficult to evaluate 

this precisely.  What remains sure is that consciousness about the pollution of the environment has spread 

swiftly after sixty-eight. Also the renewal of the women’s liberation movement has led to achievements.  

At the time, hardly any lady could be found in Belgian parliament.  Today forty-six percent of the members 

of the Flemish high assembly belong to the female part of humanity.  

 

Page 3 : Some news from the World Citizens’ Front 

 

Activities ?  

Activities are still going on, particularly in France, but also e.g.in countries of Africa, in Brazil, in Canada. 

 

Your find more information on : 

www.recim.org/cdm/registry.htm  

www.recim.org/cdm/registre.htm  

 

You can also write to :  

Registre des Citoyens du Monde = Registry of World Citizens  

66, boulevard Vincent Auriol 

F-75013 PARIS 

Registre.cdm@gmail.com 

 

Further addresses :  

- Peoples’ Congress and Consulting Assembly of the Peoples’ Congress  : 

http://www.recim.org/kdp/cont-fr.htm  

kdp@recim.org  

- Agence Mondialiste de Pressse (AMIP) = World Citizens’ Press Agency  

http://www.recim.org/amip/amip-fr.htm  

amip@recim.org  

http://www.recim.org/cdm/registry.htm
http://www.recim.org/cdm/registre.htm
mailto:Registre.cdm@gmail.com
http://www.recim.org/kdp/cont-fr.htm
mailto:kdp@recim.org
http://www.recim.org/amip/amip-fr.htm
mailto:amip@recim.org
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When writing a letter, send it to the mentioned address or to :  

Daniel Durand, 

e.g. president of the Registry 

« Les  Nids » 

F-49190 SAINT-AUBIN-DE-LUIGNE 

daniel@recim.org 

 

- Solidarité Mondiale contre la Faim (SMF)  = « Mundial » Solidarity Against Hunger  

http://www.globidar.org  

or c/o Daniel Durand : see above.   

SMF continues to achieve a lot of good work, particularly in countries in Africa or so called Latin 

America. 

 

Seventy years ago  

Already Seventy years have past since the creation of the Registry, which  took place in Paris, where the 

UNO gathered at the time.  Commemorations of the event are held on November 12, 18 and 19 in the said 

city, in a room of the UNESCO and possibly in the building of the French Senate.  You find more 

information on the mentioned websites or you can write to one of the addresses.  

 

Page 4 : A Few Flashes  

Page  4 : Conscientious Objection in Germany 

After the second world war West-Germany had more conscientious objectors than any other place on earth. 

We thought that conscientious objection in that country constituted no problem as a rule.  From an 

emission of the ARD, however, broadcasted on March 12, we learn that the council on conscientious 

objection refused to recognize many conscripts.  An atmosphere of arbitrary prevailed : one never knew 

who would be recognized and who not.  In the eighties, however, there was no longer an examination of 

the objection.  After that up to forty percent of the young men refused military service and choose to 

accomplish a civil service. 

In East-Germany the situation was not comparable at all.  In 1965 there came some sort of a legal status, 

i.e. a decree of Walter Ulbricht.  But the stipulations in that text were partly totally inadmissible, so that in 

our opinion maybe no law would have been  preferable to such a law.  Moreover, the objectors doing civil 

service were obliged to work twelve hours a day, in a camp guarded by men wearing  guns…  

 

Page 4 : Before and after Mengele 

The monstrous activity of “Dr. Mengele was not unique.  Before him and after him enormous cruelties of a 

comparable type were perpetrated in East and West. See on :  

 https://www.youtuube.com/watch?v=3o4dNQh62KY  

 

Page 5 : Implants  
On the following video Robert Naeslund proves the reality of the horrifying practice to bring in implants in 

unwilling persons. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ei3zla5hS9o  
 

Page 6 : Abolishing liberties 

Hitler already, in Mein Kampf, explained how to slowly and imperceptibly deprive people from their 

liberty by apparently small and systematic measures. We cannot escape the feeling that something 

comparable might be happening in our time.  

 

Page 6 : Constitutions :worthless peaces of paper? 

On the following video Kevin Shipp, ex-agent of the CIA, explains how what he calls the shadow 

government and the deep state, despising the constitution, are dominating society and are committing 

crimes in all impunity. By “shadow government” he means several secret agencies and groups connected 

with them.  The  “deep state” for him are big financial and industrial corporations, who buy all the 

scientists and other collaborators they need and compel them to keep silent about what they know.  

 

mailto:daniel@recim.org
http://www.globidar.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3o4dNQh62KY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ei3zla5hS9o
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This general obligation for collaborators is also reported by a previous secret agent like the physicist Barrie 

Trower. Those who report criminal activities loose their job, their income,  their status and their live is 

made impossible in a variety of ways. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHbrOg092GA 

 

Translated into German, he also speaks about climate and vaccination programs on :  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6C0hC6FjOYo&feature=youtu.be  

 

Page 6 : The reality of Psychotronic weapons  

Preston T. Bailey, PhD, writes about the reality of psychotronnic weapons on : 

http://www.stopthecrime.net/docs/bailey%20mind%20control.pdf  

 

Page 7 : The real power  

On the video mentioned below Ronald Bernards speaks about financial cliques, to a large extends Satanists 

practicing paedophilia and ritual murderers, who are trying to dominate the whole financial and industrial 

world.  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QQ8BjUTErxs 

 

Page 7 : “Operation Zersetzung” 

Under this name in the GDR there was a whole program of stalking, meant to destroy lives without 

touching the victims. According to Soziale Netzwerke something the like is existing in Western countries :  

https://www.balthasar-blum.de/newpage3 

 

  

Page 7 : Wild assassinations 

On television, on May 21, we saw a terrible documentary about the unspeakable suffering caused by 

unexplainable shootings and assassinations.  Unfortunately, the question was not raised which evil 

cryptocracies, using possibly hypnosis, are behind it and have the aim to deprive us from all our liberties.  

 

Page 8 : “Atomic Soldiers” 

Also on May 21, on television, we saw a documentary about soldiers who on purpose had been exposed to 

radio-active fall out during nuclear explosions.  From that  time on their life changed into to a hell. It was a 

great pity to hear survivors tell their story.  Search further on the internet. Of course, facts of the same type 

happened in e.g. Russia, as was reported among others by Andreï Saccharov.   

 

Page 8 : FEMA 

FEMA, i.e. the Federal Emergency Management Agency, according to several sources, should actually be 

considered a concentration- and execution-camp.   According to Ted Gundersen, previous agent of the FBI, 

30,000 guillotines would stay in 800 known camps.  In war or the like dissidents or presumed dissidents 

would be arrested and incarcerated, viz. executed there.  Search FEMA on the internet. 

 

Page 8 :  Few new registrations  

Tens of  thousands of persons, in over a hundred countries, had themselves registered as world citizens in 

the past.  Nowadays, a registration point like the RW is losing most of the world citizens registered by it : 

due to death and to moving without giving us their new address. Please, if you move or if you change e-

mail address,  don’t forget to let us know.  

 

Page 8: Finances  

We spend very little money, but cannot do without any. For the moment we have a debt of about one 

hundred euro. Please help us by transferring a donation to :  

 

NUMBER BE40 0001 1499 0163 OF THE REGISTER VAN WERELDBURGERS IN B-2540 HOVE.  

 

Our eternal gratitude accompanies our donors.  

 

 

Jean Verstraeten  
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http://www.stopthecrime.net/docs/bailey%20mind%20control.pdf
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